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a b s t r a c t
Locating objects with topology-independent identiﬁers has emerged as a key functionality
in recent content networking approaches. Numerous designs have been proposed to
address the obvious scalability and efﬁciency challenges such systems face in Internetscale deployments. These designs have often been based on implicit assumptions of full
deployment and a homogeneous autonomous system structure. Considering incremental
deployment in a heterogeneous inter-domain setting, however, reveals both new scalability challenges and deployment and operation related disincentives.
In this paper, we propose an inter-domain rendezvous design that combines policybased name routing between adjacent networks with hierarchical interconnection overlays
for scalable global connectivity. This hybrid design enables partial deployment and explicitly addresses the different operational incentives and policies of network service providers
and enterprise networks. Extensive domain-level simulations show good performance for
our solution in terms of overlay-induced latency, inter-domain path stretch and routing
load distribution.
Ó 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Address-based inter-domain packet forwarding has
been a foundational building block in the Internet architecture since its inception [1]. Applications, however, typically
have little interest in the underlying network topology, and
thus prefer using network topology independent names.
This dichotomy between network practice and application
preference requires applications to ﬁrst resolve a name to a
q
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set of addresses, and then, as a separate transaction, send a
communication request using one of the returned addresses to establish an end-to-end communication session.
The separation between name resolution and communication establishment phases can be problematic from
both efﬁciency and reliability viewpoints. Recent work
(e.g., [2]) has demonstrated that signiﬁcantly better name
resolution performance can be attained with more distributed systems. Reliability concerns come up when some of
the multiple name servers involved in a query become
unavailable, hence potentially preventing communication
even when the end systems still have mutual connectivity.
Breaking the customary pattern, several architectural
proposals [3–8] have morphed the name resolution phase
into the communication set up phase. In these designs,
the network routes the initial session establishment packets based on some notion of a name or an abstract identiﬁer,
rather than an inter-domain address. Further packets may,
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depending on the proposal, be mapped to lower-layer
inter-domain paths for increased forwarding performance.
The designs differ in their choice of namespace properties,
such as the structure and semantics of the names they
route on. What they share in common, however, is that
the names employed in these designs can be used to name
objects of different types (e.g., content, hosts, services), and
that the names cannot be easily aggregated based on the
topological location of the objects in the network.
Observing the multiple scalability, policy compliancy,
and deployment related challenges with the prior art cited
above, we propose an inter-domain rendezvous architecture,
that routes communication requests to available replicas of
named objects or services, without relying on central entities, such as DNS root servers. The design is based on the
following objectives: (1) Use of a ﬂat, self-certifying namespace, providing for efﬁcient channel-independent security; (2) enterprise domains appear only as endpoints of
any communication path through the rendezvous architecture, addressing the concerns for operational incentives;
(3) rendezvous topologies are formed by willing participants only, so there need not be direct mapping to the
underlying forwarding topology, enabling partial deployment; (4) communication locality is preserved whenever
possible, addressing trafﬁc policies, and (5) rarely referred
reachability state is not distributed globally, allowing efﬁcient operation and scalability.
To address the above mentioned objectives, our rendezvous architecture is comprised of two main subsystems:
Firstly, domains in explicit name routing relationships
may form rendezvous networks. The rendezvous networks
are built according to the speciﬁc relationship types
between domains (e.g., customer-provider, peering),
accumulating all local name routing state toward the highest-tier providers of each rendezvous network [7]. This
enables optimal inter-domain name routing paths to be
taken within each rendezvous network. Secondly, these
networks are connected together with interconnection overlays. These overlays consist of hierarchical distributed hash
table structures [9], hosted by the top-tier providers of the
participating rendezvous networks. This combination assures both strict locality guarantees and that name requests
are never routed through arbitrary enterprise networks.
Our evaluation shows that the resulting architecture has
good performance in terms of overlay-induced latency, inter-domain path stretch, and routing load distribution.
In the following we ﬁrst describe our research methodology (Section 2). Then we examine some of the fundamental aspects of networking namespaces (Section 3).
We continue with an overview of the architectural aspects
of our inter-domain rendezvous structure (Section 4). Then
we describe our evaluation model (Section 5), and present
the evaluation results (Section 6). Finally, we highlight our
design choices against related work (Section 7, Table 1 on
page 984), and conclude in Section 8.

2. Materials and methods
We analyze the name routing related research reports
from the period of last ten years, and ﬁnd various

scalability, policy compliancy, and deployment related
challenges. We defer that material to Section 7 to allow
for a proper comparison to our contribution (Table 1, on
page 984). Based on our analysis of deployment incentives, we derive a novel architecture for inter-domain
name-based routing, and evaluate the main metrics of
the architecture using a domain-level1 simulation model
(see also Section 5).
2.1. Evaluation metrics
Our evaluation metrics are:
(1) Additional initial routing latency induced by namebased routing.
(2) Policy-compliant inter-domain path stretch.
(3) Name-routing node load distribution.
(4) Caching efﬁcacy.
The additional initial routing latency is the most important of the above metrics, since name routing precedes
the often user-initiated payload communication phase
[11]. This metric models the time overhead incurred due
to name-based routing, compared to forwarding on the destination address directly. In a name routing design, however, the destination address is not necessarily required,
so the normally preceding name resolution step can in most
cases be omitted, balancing the overhead incurred.
We deﬁne policy-compliant inter-domain path stretch as
the ratio of the domain-level path length taken by the
name routing messages to the optimal policy-compliant
domain-level path from the source node to the destination
rendezvous node.
The routing node load distribution and caching efﬁcacy
metrics are important from the system dimensioning
viewpoint, as the user visible latency will increase if the
system becomes overloaded.
2.2. Network topology model
We use the CAIDA inter-domain relationship datasets
[12], which accurately represent the inter-domain transit
structure of the Internet, but which are known to lack most
of the lower-tier peering relationship detail [13]. We use
the inferred inter-domain relationships information (i.e.,
the customer-provider, peering, or sibling relationships) to
emulate the typical, incentive-derived BGP routing policies
[14], selecting exported paths on the following order of
preference: (1) Customer paths (additional revenue); (2)
paths to siblings’ customers (revenue for siblings); (3) peering paths (revenue neutral or cheaper than transit), and (4),
if nothing else is available, provider paths.
Within each category, we select the shortest path among
the possibly many available paths. Also the domains to
1
Packet, or even router level model would have been both more
imprecise (as the router-level structure of the Internet is not known) and
practically impossible due to the intractable processing and memory
requirements. A Point-of-Presence (PoP) level model would be more
accurate and still tractable, but they are still work-in-progress within the
research community [10].
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which these paths are exported to are selected based on
their mutual relationship. All selected paths are exported
to customers and siblings, while only paths to customers
and siblings are exported to peers and providers. These policies leads to inter-domain paths, that are, on the average,
about 25% longer than the shortest possible valley-free
paths [15].2
To assess the effect of the up to 90% of peering links
reportedly missing from the CAIDA datasets [13], we form
alternate inter-domain topologies by augmenting the
CAIDA topology with 900% additional peering links according to the following simple rules:
(1) All peering relationship at and above the domains
with Route Views route monitors [16] are known,
so none is added to these domains.
(2) No peering for singly-homed stub domains. We
assume that domains with interest for peering
would ﬁrst ﬁnd interest for multi-homing.
(3) No peering with (transitive) customers. Conversely,
no peering with (transitive) providers.
Observing these rules we pick several different augmented datasets, each with peering domains selected with
our trafﬁc model (see below), so that the domains most
likely to originate trafﬁc are also the ones that are more
likely to peer than others. As the peering relations are
the most dynamic part of the Internet topology, the augmented datasets also provide a view on how our results
might change when the Internet topology evolves.
To obtain estimates for the link latencies, we use simple
averages over published path latencies and lengths: 34 ms
for inter-domain hops and 2 ms for intra-domain router
hops [17]. The number of intra-domain router hops used
between overlay nodes residing in the same domain is
approximated by 1 + blogDc where D is the degree of the
domain [18].
2.3. Trafﬁc model
We form the trafﬁc model for the system by categorizing domains into different types, each playing a different
role in the system both in terms of participation in name
routing operation and in generating trafﬁc. The categorization is given in [19], characterizing each domain in terms
of the trafﬁc volumes of three types of network utilities:
business access utility (Uba), web hosting utility (Uweb), and
residential access utility (Ura). Business access utility is derived from the inter-domain transit hierarchy only, while
the web and residential access utilities are derived from
the transit hierarchy as random variates, observing the
measured utility rank correlations and measured powerlaw distributions [19].
We assume the popularity distribution for the target
objects to be Zipﬁan, following the established practice in
the ﬁeld [20–23]. Due to the power-law distribution, even
modest caching is helpful in catching the demand for the

2
We refrain from considering the hypothetical shortest paths in the nonannotated autonomous system graph.
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most popular objects. However, due to the assumed heavy
tail of the distribution, the system design cannot rely on
very high caching efﬁciency. We model the behavior of a
typical cache by assuming that the pointers for most popular destinations (using Zipf exponent 0.91 as reported for
DNS in [22]) can be found from the cache. To err on the safe
side we set the in-memory cache size small enough for the
average hit ratio to stay below 50%.
3. Namespace design considerations for name-based
routing
Name routing designs separate their networked namespace from the underlying network topology. This enables
both ﬁnding the closest replica of content or service,
providing a name-based anycast primitive, and using
multiple sources for efﬁcient and robust transport and high
availability. When routing on names, the structure and
properties of the namespace becomes a major factor in
determining both the amount of routing state in the network, and the processing load imposed on the networking
elements. Scalability is not, however, the only signiﬁcant
design factor. Having lost the explicit binding to the underlying network topology, security becomes the driving concern in the system design. Finally, security and scalability
need to be balanced with usability, lest the system remain
a research proposal only.
In the following, we explore these properties in the
name routing design space. We start by considering the aspects that are most visible to the end user (usability). Then
we look at the more system-level aspects (security and
trust), and ﬁnally the most technical aspects (efﬁciency
and scalability).
3.1. Usability
First of all, networked names need to be usable for their
intended uses. Currently, the most obvious use of names is
when end users enter them in a browser’s address bar. This
use, while the most visible, represents only a small fraction
of the total uses of networked names. Most often the
names are invisible to the end user, as they are hidden behind symbolic (e.g., textual or graphic) links. Furthermore,
the direct entry use has been greatly replaced by the use of
search engines, recently furthered by the integration of the
search and address bars in modern web browsers. This
reveals the preference of the users to use plain language
words to refer to the content they seek, rather than
remembering and typing in the actual content names, or
even consulting a bookmark list.
The problem with mnemonic names is that they are
mnemonic, i.e., they map to existing symbols or concepts
in the end user’s head. This gives rise to phishing attacks,
where an adversary intents to misuse these implicit mappings to gain the trust of the end user, when no such trust
is warranted. As a result, the attacker will be able to speak
for a trusted entity, while scheming to betray this (misplaced) trust for the detriment of the end user.
Consequently, building on both the lessened use, and
inherent dangers of mnemonic content names, some (e.g.,
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[7]) conclude that the human-mnemonic content names
should be altogether dismissed with. We believe, however,
that for the time being globally recognized mnemonic content names serve a useful purpose (e.g., in print advertising, bumper stickers). This means that the overall
networking system should support using such names, but
it does not necessarily follow that the network-wide name
routing system should route on them. When the network
does not act on human readable names, local, or user-level
bindings can provide much of the needed functionality
[24].
Finally, there is the issue of the usefulness of network
names for applications. If a piece of content is intended
for global use, its name must be usable as a reference from
anywhere in the global network. This requirement necessitates global signiﬁcance of the networked names.

3.2. Security and trust
To be secured against attacks, name routing systems
must be explicitly secured, as the (weak) security from ‘‘return routability,’’ or the binding to the network topology, is
not available any more. That is, when the aim is to use any
available copy of the named content, rather than a copy
from a known source, a secure binding between the content
name and the content itself is needed.
Adding to the discussion on usability above, we conclude that all uses of mnemonic content names must be
veriﬁed. That is, the authority of the content being associated with a speciﬁc mnemonic name must be explicitly
checked each time any action is taken on the basis of such
a name. Arbitrary names can be securely associated with
any content using public key certiﬁcates, secure statements about name/content bindings given by trusted entities (e.g., trusted peers, or certiﬁcate authorities) [25].
However, this dependence on trusted third parties can
be a burden on network elements, if they need to establish
additional communication channels to verify whether
given bindings should be trusted or not.
Use of self-certiﬁed names [26], however, limits the
veriﬁcation burden on one public key signature, establishing the trust that the name owner (i.e., the holder of the
corresponding public key) has produced the signature over
the content, thus proving that the name–content binding
is valid. The binding from the content owner to the name
is securely embedded in the name itself, as the name is
essentially a secure hash of one of the owner’s public keys.
For some uses, such as securing the inter-domain routing
system, this level of security is enough, as it allows the network to reject non-authentic routing state.
It should be noted that this reliance on self-certiﬁed
identiﬁers shifts the burden for securing human readable
name bindings to the end systems. However, as discussed
above, not all uses of the network need be based on human
entered content names, as, e.g., self-certiﬁed hyperlinks
within secured documents are effectively certiﬁed by the
signature covering the whole document, and thus need
not be separately veriﬁed before used by the user. This suggests that the overall veriﬁcation burden in the networking
system is reduced, when bindings to human readable names

are veriﬁed in the end systems, which is needed only when
such names are actually entered by the end user.
Finally, end systems have more choices for trust establishment mechanisms and policies than what is possible
for shared infrastructure. As an example, consider the difﬁculty of all network operators having to agree on a set
of trusted Certiﬁcation Authorities, when this problem is
barely tractable within the context of a web browser
application.
3.3. Efﬁciency and scalability
All of the above factors have an effect on system-wide
efﬁciency and scalability. As our aim is for Internet-scale
system scalability, each design decision must be reﬂected
against the scalability requirement.
The portion of the namespace visible to the basic network elements (e.g., routers) must therefore be as simple
and as self-contained as possible. The remaining parts of
the namespace can be managed by more specialized entities (e.g., content caches), and can have different efﬁciency
and scalability requirements. This separation of concerns
in the namespace design is reﬂected in our namespace design, deﬁned in the following chapters.
4. Rendezvous architecture
We deﬁne rendezvous architecture as an inter-domain
networking system routing communication requests to
available replicas of named objects or object collections.
The semantics of the request processing upon arrival to
the registering rendezvous node is not the concern of the
rendezvous architecture. This separation allows the rendezvous infrastructure to remain generic, while speciﬁc
application-level semantics can be implemented on top
of it, using additional information elements in the rendezvous request messages.
The rendezvous service model consists of two phases of
operation: Firstly, objects are registered in any rendezvous
node(s) the object owner has a relationship with. Secondly,
object users ask their local rendezvous nodes to route communication requests regarding the named object to a rendezvous node responsible for that object. The task of the
rendezvous architecture is to bridge the gap between the
respective rendezvous nodes.
Most of the prior work in the area is based on an implicit assumption of a homogeneous autonomous systems
(AS) business structure. The AS structure comprising the
Internet is, however, formed by domains having different
operative incentives. The vast and growing majority,
already more than 90%, of the ASes can be categorized as
enterprises, or users of network services [27]. Conversely,
the rest of the ASes can be categorized as network service
providers. While it is common for an end-to-end forwarding path to pass through many competing transit networks, the end customers of the network service
providers, however, expect their trafﬁc not to pass through
arbitrary other enterprise networks. Also, a typical enterprise network would not expect its network to provide
transit services to other networks [15].
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In practice, network service providers ﬁnd incentives
for new deployments at different times. This invalidates
the common research assumption of availability of a new
networking architecture between all pairs of domains
neighboring on the forwarding level [28,29].3 These
concerns call for design for deployment – mandating at least
partial overlay solutions, as support by all domains cannot
be assumed – as well as for a design where end-to-end
trafﬁc is not handed to arbitrary domains in the Internet.4
Addressing the security, policy-compliancy, deployment, and scalability concerns, we focus on the following
objectives for the inter-domain rendezvous architecture:
O1: Use of a ﬂat, self-certifying namespace.
O2: Enterprise domains appear only as endpoints of any
communication path through the rendezvous
architecture.
O3: Rendezvous topologies are formed by willing participants only, so there need not be direct mapping to
the underlying forwarding topology.
O4: Communication locality is preserved whenever
possible.
O5: Rarely referred reachability state is not distributed
globally.
We achieve these objectives by architecting a solution
comprising of known component technologies as follows:
Namespace. Rendezvous namespace is based on ﬂat selfcertifying cryptographic labels without any predeﬁned
application layer semantics. We expect these labels to be
used to name object collections that share common distribution and access semantics and call these collections
scopes. This level of indirection takes care of a part of the
global scalability challenge imposed by the ﬂat namespace.
The rendezvous requests may include additional naming
information identifying individual objects, but these are
processed by the rendezvous nodes and caches responsible
for those objects, and need not concern the inter-domain
name routing system.
Rendezvous networks. Rendezvous nodes in enterprise
networks advertise the availability of scopes in their domains by sending the related reachability state to their rendezvous peers and rendezvous service providers. These service
providers further propagate this state to their rendezvous
peers and providers. The top tier rendezvous service providers in this local hierarchy retain all registration state advertised by their peers and (transitive) customers. This process
makes the registered object collections reachable in the set
of domains thus deﬁned. We call this kind of domain set a
rendezvous network (see the shaded areas in Fig. 1).
Interconnection overlay. The rendezvous service providers serving as roots of their respective rendezvous networks
interconnect using an interconnection overlay (the dashed
lines in Fig. 1). The overlay is used to store (scope identiﬁer,
pointer) tuples, pointing to the rendezvous nodes maintain-

ing the reachability state for the named object collections.
Immediately upon encountering such a pointer in the overlay, the communication request is forwarded to the responsible rendezvous node using the forwarding path stored
with the pointer. The destination rendezvous node can be
hosted by any network reachable either on the underlying
packet network or via the interconnection overlay.
Amongst the many available overlay designs, we have
chosen Canonical Chord [9], also used in ROFL [6]. However, we apply the overlay strictly between willing rendezvous service providers, thus maintaining the objectives O2
and O3 on the overlay level. The stated locality preservation objective (O4 above) is maintained by storing pointers
to responsible rendezvous nodes on each Canon hierarchy
level, starting from the rendezvous network hosting the
responsible rendezvous node.
On the top-level of the interconnection overlay we use
identiﬁer preﬁx based latency optimization [9], where each
node maintains links to all other nodes in its own preﬁx
group, and at least one link to any node in each of the other
preﬁx groups. In practice, this is an additional global overlay layer on top of the locality-preserving hierarchical
overlays. However, the combined structure allows for signiﬁcant reduction in overlay link maintenance overhead,
as each overlay node needs top-level links only for preﬁxes
within its own portion of the identiﬁer space in the Canon
hierarchy. Thus, the more there are nodes in the local hierarchy, the less global level links are needed at each node,
and vice versa.5
The overlay structure is virtual and does not require speciﬁc support from non-participating networks, such as upstream transit providers. However, the overlay depends on
the participants having a common agreement on their relative position in the virtual structure. This requires a degree
of mutual trust, and therefore entails obligations between
the participants. To this end, we expect the service providers on common hierarchical levels (depicted by e.g., V4 in
Fig. 1) to cooperate only with parties they can enforce contracts with (e.g., domains B and C forming the V4). On the
top level (V1–V3), a weaker level of trust has to be assumed,
as all rendezvous service providers need to participate.
Rendezvous request routing. In summary, rendezvous requests are routed in phases as follows:
(1) Intra-domain within the requesting domain. Sufﬁcient name-level forwarding state is maintained at
local rendezvous nodes to keep local trafﬁc local.
(2) Within the local rendezvous network, following interdomain rendezvous adjacencies, and observing the
established rendezvous state [7].
(3) Within the locality-preserving interconnection overlay, hierarchically bottom-up, following the overlay
forwarding state [9].
(4) On the top-level of the interconnection overlay using
scope identiﬁer preﬁx based shortcuts.
(5) During any of the above steps, whenever an explicitly
instantiated or cached object pointer is found, the
rendezvous request is forwarded to the rendezvous

3

This assumption is explicit in the clean-slate design approach [30].
The second consideration signiﬁcantly limits the available path choice
in the inter-domain networking system. This fact can be factored in the
design, however, enabling effective and realistic path selection
mechanisms.
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To our knowledge this result has not been reported before.
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Fig. 1. Rendezvous network interconnection. Solid lines represent the packet forwarding level inter-domain structure. Dashed lines represent the
interconnection overlay. Rendezvous nodes are located in rendezvous networks (the shaded areas), individual rendezvous nodes not shown.

node responsible for the named object, using the
included path. The path may take place via the overlay (e.g., to address issues with non-transitive connectivity [31]), or directly via the underlying
packet network, whenever such connectivity exists.
(6) Cached entries can be explicitly invalidated by routing the request back to the node that acted on a stale
cached pointer. The request routing then resumes
normally, as if the cached entry did not exist. The
forwarded request also indicates that the speciﬁc
cache entry is invalid, preventing other nodes acting
on stale forwarding state.
(7) Rendezvous nodes send responses via a path
recorded in the request message. This path needs
to have one entry for each traversed underlying
routing domain. In the case of global connectivity
at the underlying packet layer the response is sent
directly to the requesting rendezvous node, allowing
for minimal latency.
(8) Based on the rendezvous response, the requesting
rendezvous node may instantiate cached pointers
in the overlay as guided by its local policy.
5. Evaluation model
We assess the practicality of our rendezvous design in a
network ecosystem resembling today’s Internet. To that
end, we construct a domain-level rendezvous model using

the present-day autonomous system structure (see Section
2.2) and trafﬁc patterns (see Section 2.3). The model captures the essential structures of the design presented in
the preceding section: The rendezvous networks, localitypreserving hierarchical overlays, and the global level
overlay structure. Using these structures, we execute
rendezvous request routing (phases 1–5 described above),
and use the resulting routing paths to compute the distributions for our evaluation metrics (Section 2.1). As stated
in Section 2.3 above, we implement an abstracted caching
model, assessing cache hits based on target scope popularity ranks. Thus we need no warm-up nor actual storage for
a cache in each simulated node.
In order to tease apart the performance contribution of
each of these components we also evaluate the same trafﬁc
cases with alternative structures, as follows:
Rendezvous networks with Canon (3): With rendezvous
networks, and with three levels of Canon hierarchies,
clustered according to the topological distance between
the overlay nodes, meeting all of our design objectives.
Rendezvous networks: With rendezvous networks, but
without the Canon hierarchies. This option invalidates
our objective O4.
Canon (3): Without rendezvous networks, but with
three levels of Canon hierarchies. Also enterprise ASes
participate in the overlay, invalidating the policy objective O2.
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Global Preﬁx-root only: All ASes in the overlay, and no
local Canon hierarchies. This invalidates objectives O2
and O4.
Chord: Global Chord overlay without any hierarchical
structure. Also this invalidates objectives O2 and O4.
All distributed structures above use aggressive latency
optimization by preferring topologically close nodes in
their overlay link selection. In addition to the above structural variants we also evaluate our target design (Rendezvous Networks with Canon overlay) with an alternative AS
topology, adding 900% more peering links (see Section 2.2).
To form the simulated rendezvous networks we assume
the transit service providers to offer rendezvous as a service for their customers. The customers can be either stub
networks, or small transit networks, measured by the
number of domains reachable via their customer links. This
provides a sufﬁcient approximation of the division between enterprise and network service provider domains.
Next, the rendezvous networks are clustered together in
hierarchical overlays. Clustering is based on locality of
the rendezvous providers, given our assumption that networks topologically close to each other might be willing
to contain their mutual rendezvous messaging within their
networks (the objective O4 above).
The number of required overlay nodes is an important aspect to the network formation, and depends primarily on
three factors: (1) The number of ASes hosting overlay nodes;
each needing a minimum of one node; (2) The expected
numbers of both registrations created by the content
providers and requests initiated by the customers, and (3)
the required in-memory storage for object pointers and
overlay overhead. To be on the safe side, we assume the total
number of globally reachable object collections in the
system to be at least an order of magnitude higher than
the number of registered domain names in the DNS today,
i.e., around 1010 globally resolvable scopes in total. This does
not limit the number of reachable individual objects in any
way, as each scope can provide access to multiple objects.
We assume each object pointer to take about 64 bytes:
32 bytes for the object identiﬁer, up to 16 bytes for the
next hop overlay node identiﬁer or IP address, if routing directly on the underlay, and some reserve for the overhead
of the indexing data structures. We store an object pointer
in each level of the overlay hierarchy, and also distribute
the pointer at the global level to achieve both fault tolerance and better latency performance. Taking these overlay
overheads into account, we estimate that a typical server
could hold on average of 106–107 unique local object registrations in memory. Taking all three factors together, we
get an overlay of a few thousand nodes for our target design, or about 10x more for the evaluation variants without
rendezvous networks.
The major deﬁciencies in the presented model include
the lack of modeling of link or node failures, or deﬂection,
the untrustworthy operation by some of the overlay participants. The model also lacks estimation of the actual computational load imposed by the overlay maintenance
protocols and the request routing and cache management
processes themselves. Addressing the latter concern, we
point to the existence of servers processing similar loads
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today (e.g., DNS, TLS). For the former, we use replication
to keep the rendezvous pointers in multiple overlay nodes.
Thus, only the failure of all these nodes would make the related information unreachable. Also, in practical systems,
such failures are detected and the related state is further
replicated to remaining overlay nodes. Addressing lying
nodes, overlay nodes could ask a random set of other nodes
to test the reachability for the objects registered by the
ﬁrst node, thus revealing any errant behavior. Then, having
detected untrustworthy behavior, the ﬁrst node could initiate wider replication of its object registrations, thus
quickly minimizing the effect of the misbehaving node.
Furthermore, the ﬁrst node could initiate measures for
excluding the failing or lying node from the overlay.

6. Evaluation results
Fig. 2(a) shows the mean latencies of each of our evaluation cases, the most important performance indicator
from the network user viewpoint, with and without caching. Fig. 2(b) shows the cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs) of select cases, most cases shown without caching
to amplify the differences. Negative values are due to overlay nodes offering shortcuts to otherwise policyconstrained end-to-end paths. Most of the 95th percentile
ﬁgures compare favorably to the above 1000 ms ﬁgures reported for DNS [22]. Local caching in enterprise ASes and
end nodes (not modeled) will make the user perceivable
performance even better.
Fig. 3(a) reports stretch, the ratio of domain-level rendezvous path to the comparable shortest policy-compliant
path. As with the negative latencies, the small number of
requests with stretch below one are due to overlay nodes
offering a shortcut via links otherwise not available for policy-compliant end-to-end paths. The obvious comparison
point is DONA [7], which provides stretch of 1, when
mapped universally to the underlying packet level transit
hierarchy. Our ﬁgures are good, considering the decrease
in the required number of servers and our avoidance of
the universal deployment requirement. Also, this stretch
only applies to the initial rendezvous exchange, as the payload communication takes place over optimal policy-compliant paths.
We see that our objective of locality preservation has
lead to a slightly increased latency and stretch compared
to the case where Canon hierarchies are not used. In retrospect this is as expected, since each level of hierarchy typically adds an additional overlay link to go through. More
accurate caching and latency models are needed to fully
quantify this difference.
The distributions of inter-domain overlay hops for the
different overlay structures are shown in Fig. 4(a), while
Fig. 4(b) shows the distribution of node load, measured
by the relative number of times each overlay node forwards or handles a rendezvous request message during a
simulation run of 30,000 requests, repeated for 20 independent replications.6 The x-axis indexes the overlay nodes,
6
With 300,000 rounds the distributions remain the same and means stay
within the reported conﬁdence intervals.
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The mean effect of the additional peering is small, but
some queries face higher stretch, but more because of the
shorter average path lengths, than due to longer overlay
distances, since the additional latency shows no real difference between the two cases. The ground truth likely lays
between these cases, as our simple model for additional
peering disregards distance, and in many cases adds peering links between ASes that could not physically peer with
each other. Overall, it seems that our model is relatively robust to even large shifts in the underlying AS topology.
The full overlay cases allow comparing the performance
of our provider-based model against variants where there
are only singular rendezvous networks, i.e., a model where
each AS operates as their own rendezvous service provider.
It comes as no surprise that a bigger overlay leads to higher
overheads, in addition to defeating our policy objectives.
This shows that our incentive-based separation between
the roles of the ASes may indeed perform better than the
variant without such separation.

and the y-axis shows the relative node load, compared to the
most loaded node of all the simulation cases included. It can
be seen that most of the nodes are lightly utilized, and the
heaviest load concentrates on a rather small set of nodes.
However, the ratio between the most heavily loaded nodes
and the average is not too big.
The effect of caching on node load was ﬁrstly surprisingly low, but closer analysis shows that a share of the
overlay load is due to the rendezvous network local demand, rather than load imposed by the other overlay
nodes. The bottom dashed line (‘‘front cache’’) shows the
overlay node load in the case where local caching is separated from the overlay nodes.
We have included several important reference cases in
Figs. 2–4: One with an alternate AS topology with additional peering links, and several full overlay variants covering all ASes (dismissing our rendezvous network model).
We report the cases with no caching to better show the
differences.
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Fig. 2. Rendezvous overhead mean latencies with 95% conﬁdence intervals and latency overhead cumulative distributions for select overlay structures
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Fig. 4. Overlay inter-domain hops and node load distribution, with and without caching.

7. Related work
Many of the basic insights to network architecture
deployability are stated in [28]: New architecture evolution starts with partial deployment, which is made possible by anycast service provided by the underlying, old
architecture. However, Ratnasamy et al. [28] simply assumes existing contractual agreements and market structure, which seems to be at odds with their revenue ﬂow
assumption: There are no ASes which would universally
beneﬁt from operating as new architecture detours, as
even tier-1 ISPs may need to compensate for excess trafﬁc
they send to their peers.
Therefore, in our architecture we assume contractual
agreements between the users of the network and their
rendezvous providers. These could be existing or new contracts, especially created for rendezvous purposes. In some
scenarios the compensation for rendezvous providers may
be possible via other channels of revenue, e.g., advertising.
Deployability concerns have also been studied in [32–
36], but deployment incentives and their effects on technology design are rarely considered, and usually only from
the point of view of a single investing entity.
OceanStore [3] presents an architecture for global, location independent storage of versioned ﬁles. OceanStore clients connect to ‘‘data pools’’, which manage all the data
using highly interconnected networks. OceanStore uses
self-certiﬁed names ﬁle names [24,26], which are essentially pseudo-random, binary strings. Human readable
names are resolved via directories, some of which are chosen by users to serve as their (trust) roots. The OceanStore
design employs two separate strategies for routing based
on the ﬁle name: Firstly, via a probabilistic local algorithm,
using attenuated Bloom ﬁlters [37], and secondly via a
global distributed hash table (DHT) structure, with
probabilistic locality guarantees. On the contrary, our
design explicitly addresses the administrative domains
comprising the Internet, seamlessly combines the local
and global routing producing low stretch, and employs
an explicitly hierarchical DHT structure with strict locality
guarantees, that are not available in ﬂat DHTs.

Ballintijn et al. [38] describes a geographical tree structure used for ﬁnding geographically close location records
for data identiﬁed with ﬂat identiﬁers. We use similar but
more general structure (not restricted to the tree structure)
within our rendezvous networks, beneath the Canon hierarchies, but build the hierarchy on the network service provisioning topology, rather than a separate, non-contractual
geographical topology. The upper levels of the tree (e.g.,
‘‘world’’) are essentially replaced by the preﬁx-based
Canon top-level structure.
SFR [39] presents a design for semantic free referencing,
allowing the untangling of the Web from DNS. SFR uses a
ﬂat DHT (e.g., Chord) for mapping SFRTags (a hash including a public key and a salt value) to o-records, that contain
the objects location(s). Instead, we follow the route-byname paradigm, eliminating the separate lookup phase.
However, our use of a hierarchical DHT structure could also
be applied to SFR design.
CoDoNS [40] has clearly established that a more distributed structure to name resolution could bring considerable
performance beneﬁts. However, while we use such a structure in our design, we forgo with the prevailing resolutionbefore-communication-setup model altogether, and route
communication requests directly on names.
The concept of rendezvous-based communication
abstraction was introduced in Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3) [5]. However, i3 operates directly on Chord
[41], making all the packets pass through the overlay structure. Unfortunately, Chord has no regard for domain-speciﬁc routing policies, so the i3 nodes operate as arbitrary
‘‘detours’’ [42] for all trafﬁc. Arguably, there are no ASes
for which such operation would be universally beneﬁcial
without new, i3-speciﬁc revenue. In our design rendezvous
serves as a combined resolution and set up phase for endto-end communication; the rest of the communication
exchange is forwarded separately, using optimal policycompliant paths.
ROFL [6] proposes Internet-scale routing on ﬂat labels
without assuming underlying IP forwarding. ROFL, while
providing a general packet routing service like i3, addresses
some of the overlay-related incentive concerns by enabling
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policy-compliant routes to be taken after the initial packet
has passed through the ROFL routing stage. ROFL borrows
this from NIRA [43], which deﬁnes a speciﬁc link-state protocol for maintaining an up-to-date view of the upgraph,
the available uphill and downhill [15] paths between any
user of the network and the other domains either via the
tier-1 networks or some lower tier peering links.
Nevertheless, ROFL assumes that all ASes serve in similar roles, and as a result suffers from a policy-compliancy
issue similar to i3: Since each AS is a participant in the
ROFL inter-domain overlay, it is highly likely that the initial packets between any two enterprise ASes are routed
via third party enterprise ASes. In the extreme, this behavior may enable arbitrary third parties to listen in on the
communication set up phase of other networks. We design
around this issue by separating the concerns of enterprises
from those of the network service provider in the rendezvous architecture, and use the hierarchical Chord structure
[9] only for rendezvous network interconnection.
TRIAD [4] and DONA [7] are examples of inter-domain
networking designs where a name-based routing phase
precedes the payload communication phase. TRIAD uses
a BGP-derived routing design, but on the level of servers
identiﬁed with DNS names (‘‘BGP with names’’). DONA,
however, uses self-certiﬁed identiﬁers instead of human
readable names, and makes the registration and ﬁnd messages explicitly follow the underlying provider and peering
hierarchy.
Both TRIAD and DONA assume all ISPs to be naturally
willing to peer on the name level, if they are already peering on the underlying packet forwarding level. Due to this
arguably unrealistic assumption their request messages
are always forwarded on optimal policy-compliant paths.
This has a downside, however, as the amount of namelevel forwarding state needed to achieve this also leads
to signiﬁcant scalability challenges. TRIAD limits the
problem by restricting the managed namespace to service

names, while DONA argues that large data centers can
handle the load. Due to the allowed wildcard principal
practice, DONA design burdens the tier-1 domains with
memory, processing and communication overheads scaling linearly with the number of individually registered
publications. While it is possible that all the tier-1 transit
providers ﬁnd incentives for the implied investments (as
detailed in [7]), we do not assume that to be the case.
On the contrary, we assume the incumbent tier-1 transit
providers to not be among the early adopters of any networking architecture with the potential for better utilization of either peering links or local storage, since such
efﬁciencies will limit the growth of transit trafﬁc [44].
This assumption shifts the global DONA registration state
burden to large number of smaller administrative domains.
We divert from both of these designs by not assuming
the rendezvous topologies to necessarily mirror the
underlying packet forwarding topology, especially so at
the upper tiers of the transit structure.
CCN [8] deﬁnes a combined content networking and
transport layer framework. CCN naming is based on hierarchical textual names, making it necessary for the network
equipment to fetch and verify certiﬁcates along arbitrary
certiﬁcation chains when securing the state maintained
by the network [25]. In our analysis, this enables intractable attack vectors against the network, as attackers can devise arbitrary certiﬁcation chains. Our use of self-certiﬁed
names allows such authenticity checks to be performed
in one step without any third party involvement. Also,
the CCN inter-domain routing model relies on DNS for
resolving destination server addresses when direct CCN
relationship does not exist between adjacent administrative domains. Our rendezvous model can be considered
addressing this missing inter-domain aspect of the CCN
design.
As a summary, we highlight our design choices in the
last row of Table 1 (page 984).

Table 1
Feature comparison between various name routing designs. Last line summarizes our design decisions (Section 4).
Design

Namespace

Security

Routing granularity

Deployment

Scalability

Efﬁciency

Policy
compliancy

OceanStore
[3]

Secure hash
(key + label)

Individual ﬁles

Partial/overlay

Provider-based
ﬂat global DHT

Probabilistic local
search

TRIAD [4]

DNS names

Self-certiﬁed
(label not
authorized)
None

Server names

Universal

Stretch 1b

ROFL [6]

Secure hash
(key)
Secure hash
(key) + label

Self-certiﬁed

Individual hosts

Universal

Self-certiﬁed,
key and label not
bound
3rd party certiﬁed
name/content
binding
Self-certiﬁed

Individual data
items + aggregation

Universal

Individual data
packets

Local + bridging
via DNS

DFZa: whole
namespace
Hierarchical
DHT
DFZ: all
individually
registered data
Not scalable to
transit routers

No explicit
relation to ASstructure
As in BGP

Name resolution
penaltyd

Object collections
(scopes)

Partial/overlay

Provider-based
hierarchical
DHT

Locally explicit
policy-compl.
hierarchies

DONA [7]

a
b
c
d

CCN [8]

DNS-based
hierarchy

Rendezvous
(this
paper)

Secure hash
of the
owner’s key

High DHT
penaltyc
Stretch 1

Default-free zone, autonomous systems (ASes) without default routes.
Given that all ASes participate and maintain routing state for all names. ASes with only one provider can use default routes.
For the initial packet exchange only.
In non-adjacent inter-domain cases.

No AS-level
policies
Valley-free, no
explicit AS
incentives
As in BGP

Hierarchical
DHT, providers
only
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8. Conclusions
In the case of locating named objects in global interdomain networks, it seems that balancing between the
extremes of full state ﬂooding and universal overlay designs enables addressing some of the incentive concerns
of the different stakeholders in the inter-domain network.
The presented design divides the network into rendezvous
networks and structured overlays interconnecting such
networks, and provides better performance than the universal overlay option and better scalability than the global
state ﬂooding designs.
Deployment of any new architecture takes place one
step at a time, each step taken by individual stakeholders
acting on their own incentives. It is possible, and even
likely, that this process never achieves full deployment
over the existing networks. Accepting this, we recognize
the need for solutions for interconnecting the deployed
parts. Furthermore, while interconnection overlays are
needed for deployment purposes, the participation in such
overlays may need to be limited to network service providers. This does not, however, limit the ability of the enterprise networks to form their own overlays, where only
known and trusted entities may participate.
While the presented heterogeneous design is necessarily more complex than any of the homogeneous predecessors, the effort seems worthwhile for the unique
combination of characteristics rendered. However, the
work presented here should be considered as an initial step
towards understanding the incentive challenges in the proposed rendezvous based communication abstraction, and
more generally in name-based inter-domain routing systems. Even though the performance ﬁgures for our design
seem encouraging, the intricate issues of trust in shared inter-domain structures require more careful analysis.
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